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CELEBRITY PREDICTIONS

Ytvà UÉå

Date of Birth:
17th January 1964
Star Sign:
Capricorn
Chinese animal:
Rabbit
Shaman Animal:
Eagle
Lucky Number:
8
Protection Animal Pendant: Sheep or pig
Gem stone:
Amethyst
Flowers for her:
Pansy
Ruling Planet:
Saturn
Lucky Country:
India
Healing Colours:
Green & Browns

“

I can foresee some kind of network shutdown causing massive
financial eruption to the banking system or Stock Exchange which
will cause conflict and pressure within their environment.

open to suggestion. She does well when
working within groups or organisations. This
lady does not like to have her ankles shackled
or her hands tied, having freedom and
independence in everything she does is
important to her. Social relationships are a
must, but this may even cause
misunderstandings because of her level
headedness, and the way she articulates in her
cool manner. She can be seen as selfish and
very rarely will do anything she doesn’t want
to do. Because of her intellectual pride, the
karmic energy that she has to pass through
can sometimes make her give up and cause
her to be aloof, withdrawing from situations
and spending time alone. To overcome these
tendencies she may find herself turning to
some form of spirituality or religion that can
give her comfort in her time of need.

What can we expect for Michelle
in the next coming months?
Born in the year of Rabbit she is calm and
peaceful in the way she leads her life. Through
being instinctively discreet and kind in addition
to being elaborate and perceptive, female
Rabbits are in many ways the perfect lady.
Rabbits will go a long way to avoid a
disagreement although, when their minds are
made up, they are capable of adapting to the
circumstances and taking quick action.
Beneath her courteous exterior beats a
romantic heart although her nervousness and
feelings of insecurity do not make life easy in
this respect. For the next coming months we
can expect perfection, ultimate change,
completion, success and great harmony,
because she has learnt so many lessons, her
dreams are likely to spill over and spread into
great success.
A problem that could arise for Michelle is
shown by the colours grey and blue that are
shown very strongly in her aura. Usually when
these colours appear energetically in a reading
there is an indication of someone close that
has concerns with health issues. This is going
to test her patience, support and time. Overall

”

her commitments to her roles as a mother and
support to her husband will run smoothly. As
President Obama will take a turning point in
his presidency, two major decisions are coming
up for him, one caused by the current
economic crisis and the other will be to do
with some form of attempt or assassination to
the good work that he is doing. I can foresee
some kind of network shutdown causing
massive financial eruption to the banking
system or Stock Exchange which will cause
conflict and pressure within their environment.

Mind, Body & Soul
There will be a need for space, there will be a
need for family time, and the feeling of
wanting to step out from the public eye.
Really this is an impossible situation so pressure
is on, her emotions will be tested causing some
strain to her marriage. Health wise the lower
back is delicate but providing she can create
some ‘me time’, all will go well for her in mind
body and soul. Children will bring her much
pleasure, music is also a love for her and one of
her daughters will bring her great joy through
creativity and artistic endeavours.

What can we expect for romance?
The romantic time that she spends with her
husband is so important to her, and this will
become more evident as they take on their
commitments to travel to Europe and the Far
East. Their partnership will go from strength to
strength and their bond will be unbreakable.
Celebrity psychic Samantha Hamilton
is offering deep insights into your past
present & future.
Reading £45.00 when quoting High
Spirit Magazine.
Call free on 0800 043 8149 for details.
For more details on Sam’s workshops,
psychic readings and life coaching, visit
www.psychicconnections.co.uk.
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